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Since 1999, BPW Geelong has
run a successful ‘Making a
Difference’ Mentoring Program,
working with Year 11 and 12 girls
from secondary schools primarily
in Geelong's northern suburbs.
More than 50 girls have
graduated from the program in
this time.
Running over a two year period
from the beginning of Year 11,
the program concludes at the end
of the students' Year 12 studies.
BPW Geelong appoints two
Mentoring Directors to oversee
the program – one each for the
Year 11 and the Year 12
programs.
This allows the girls to learn and
establish strong relationships with
two different professional women
throughout their program.

BPW GEELONG
Graduation Ceremony
MENTORING PROGRAM

Mission:
The BPW Geelong Mentoring Program
creates an environment of support and growth
for our mentees providing them with learning
opportunities to help them develop skills that
will assist them in their personal and
professional lives.
Vision:
To inspire and empower young women to dream
big, take charge of their futures, be active and
connected members of their communities and
help them to achieve their goals.

Photos courtesy of zebrafish digital media

Mentoring young women
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL WOMEN AUSTRALIA
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in leadership

BPW GEELONG

Gala Event
MENTORING GRADUATION
The Mentoring Directors have monthly catch-ups
with their mentees where the topics covered
including confidence, fear, mindset, success,
time management, networking, public speaking,
health, success and goal setting.
The mentees also attend BPW Geelong’s
monthly networking events where they can put
their skills into practice in a safe and welcoming
environment.
Attending the networking events also allows the
girls to begin building relationships with local
professional women and creating valuable
networks.
Upon completion of the program in Year 12,
the girls are taken shopping for a business outfit
that they can wear to interviews, work and
networking events, and are treated to a day of
pampering where they have their hair and
makeup done and participate in a professional
photoshoot.

At their graduation, usually held in February after they have
completed their schooling, each mentee is presented with
her individual framed photo from her photoshoot and a
certificate of completion from the program. They also
showcase their new public speaking skills as they share
their experiences.
The event is always well attended by BPW members and
interested members of community. The girls take away
valuable skills, new networks and personal memories of
their time with BPW.

Mentoring young women
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL WOMEN AUSTRALIA

in leadership
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Advocacy

COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF
WOMEN [CSW61] NEW YORK | 2017

ELITERUNNER

ERFORMANCE SECTION

Left: Senator the Hon Michaelia Cash
Minister for Women Government of Australia

CSW61 Delegates were welcomed by the Australian Ambassador and Senator
Michaelia Cash thanked all of the NGO's Delegates for their extensive and
inspiring work in the area of women's economic empowerment in a changing
work environment.
The Australia Government priority agenda items, to which BPW Australia had
contributed, were presented and the side events organised.
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united nations
advocacy
COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF
WOMEN [CSW61] NEW YORK | 2017
This year I had the pleasure and honour to participate to CSW61
as an official delegate of BPW International, representing BPW
Australia. The main topic for this year was focused on Women’s
economic empowerment in the changing world of work and the
Empowerment of indigenous women. This is a complex topic as
every country is at different level of progress and some are facing
greater challenges than other. The sessions are split between the
core program addressing the issues in plenary and round table
sessions and side events, organised by various government,
NGOs and UN organisations.
I attended the following main sessions:
• High-level interactive dialogue among ministers on the priority
theme “Building alliances to promote women’s economic
empowerment in the changing world of work”, where the
Australian report was presented by Senator Michaelia Cash,
Minister for Women; and
• Interactive dialogue review theme: “Challenges and
achievements in the implementation of the Millennium
Development Goals for Women and girls”.
I attended the following side events:
• Economic Empowerment of Women through Online Business
Incubation – organised by BPW Western Australia, Belmont BEC
and TCF Australia, presented by Carol Hanlon BPW Belmont
• Women’s Empowerment Principles – The Launch of the Gender
Pay Gap Analysis Tool – organised by UN Global Compact, UN
Women and the Inter-American Development Bank Group. The
session has included a brief demonstration of the online tool and
a discussion panel
• Closing the Pay Gap, organised by BPW Germany and German
Mission. The session included a panel discussion on challenges
faced by different countries in closing the gender pay gap
• Fostering Greater Power for Women and Girls – organised by
ES4W and JERA International, including a panel discussion and
presentations of various experiences
• Workforce Participation? The future of work and the promotion
of flexibility to help working families – organised by Australia, Fiji,
JERA International and ES4W, addressing government initiatives,
challenges with gender stereotypes and the gender based
violence, microfinance for women projects, advocacy and
education programs
• The Changing World of Work with Need for 21st Century Skills –
organised by UN Women, addressing the set of skills required to
overcome the current work related challenges at international
level.

Elena Rorie Director of Policy BPW AustraliaMember of BPW International UN CSW
Delegates (D20) - 2017Member BPW Heysen in South Australia

" A very fulfilling experience, having the opportunity to
network with great and passionate women who are a true
inspiration through their hard work and dedication to
achieve the change we all want for our next generation."

Click to read
the full report >
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www.bpw.com.au/news
BPW Members can remain updated on women's issues by subscribing to
News on the website collated by Jean Murray from BPW Adelaide. Jean
has held executive positions at BPW Australia and BPW International. She
was the 2016 recipient of the Jean Arnot Award at the BPWA National
Conference held in Geelong.
Members are encouraged to forward any relevant news they discover to
Jean so this can be shared with members. Subscribe www.bpw.com.au
Examples of recent news links posted on the website are below.

Men can make a difference: engaging men on gender equality
In the Diversity Council of Australia report Dr Graeme Russell and Dr Michael Flood, two of Australia’s leading
researchers in Diversity and Inclusion, draw on the latest evidence and experience to offer a set of
recommendations for how organisations can engage men effectively to achieve gender equality at work. The report
makes the point that while involving men in efforts to drive gender equality is important – it mustn’t be at the expense
of women’s voices and it shouldn’t be viewed as ‘the magic bullet’.

The 2017 WGEA Gender Equity Insights: gender pay gap analysis
The gender pay gap remains a feature of the Australian labour market for too long, and must be addressed.
Persistent gender pay gaps weaken the financial position and future economic security of women, and reveal
differences in how society values the respective contributions of women and men in the workforce. The 2017
WGEA report seeks to deepen the understanding of the gender pay gap in Australia; it compares the gender pay
gaps across full-time, part-time and casual workers, and across industries and occupations.

The Economist International:
Why governments worldwide should introduce gender budgeting
Sexual equality makes economic sense; governments should measure it and
budgets promote it. Violence against women; failing to educate girls properly;
unequal pay and access to jobs: all take an economic toll. At its simplest, gender
budgeting sets out to quantify how policies affect women and men differently, which
converts exhortation about treating women fairly into the coin of government: costs
and benefits, and investments and returns. Reference www.economist.com/news

Happy Flexible Working Day!
The Flexible Work. What’s Working and What’s Not? survey identified the
barriers, issues, myths and opportunities presented by flexible work from the
perspective of both employees and employers. The voluntary survey was
conducted in April 2017 and reported on Australia’s first ever national Flexible
Working Day: 21 June 2017. The findings from the survey have been distilled into
this report, to drive a social change initiative about the win-win benefits of modern
approaches to flexible working for both employers and employees.

ELITERUNNER
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NEWS LINKS

2017

EQUAL PAY DAY
Club Competition
BPW Australia Club Presidents will
receive the 2017 Equal Pay Day
Club Competition Guidelines for
2017 by the end of July so events
and campaigns can be planned
for September that meet the
criteria.
Last year's nominations were outstanding and with substantial
prize money can assist clubs to
promote local awareness and
action.

Leadership

EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN
Empowering Women onto Boards
NT Parliament House was the venue for BPW Darwin's June
event with the MC for the evening, Club President Angela
Tomazos.
The speakers included Hon Natasha Fyles, MLA Attorney
General of the NT, Suzanne Morgan DIrector Tourism NT and
Claire Braund the Executive office of Women on Boards.
The reception followed a workshop 'Realising your Board
Potential' run by Women on Boards and held in partnership with
BPW Darwin.
LtoR: Hon Natasha Fyles MLA,, Angela Tomazos,
Suzanne Morgan and Claire Braund,

Inspirational Women Celebrated
BPW Darwin's March event was a lunch with 50 guests in
attendance following the Empowering Women theme.
Guest speakers included inspirational BPW International Past
President, Freda Miriklis, as well as Helen Zahos, a nurse who
volunteers her time overseas for humanitarian relief and disaster
response, and Rianne Layson, a senior school college captain
from a local high school, who is involved in volunteer and
fundraising activities.
The afternoon was a joyful celebration of women’s achievements,
contributions and the progress towards equality for women.
LtoR: Freda Miriklis, Helen Zahos, Rianne Layson and Angela Tomazos
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BPW women worldwide
supporting BPW Nepal
After a devastating
earthquake, BPW Nepal
officially handed over 42
houses to earthquake
victims at Chaakdole,
Nepal.
Houses were made
possible through
donations from BPW
members all over the
world in response
to the earthquakes ...
a proud moment for
BPW.

Above:: BPW International Asia Pacific Coordinator Susan Jones with children at the handover event.

"We received wonderful news from BPW Nepal President, Ambica Shrestha on the work undertaken as a result of donations
received from BPW Sisters worldwide. 42 houses have been completed from the BPW donations received and President
Ambica and members of the executive will arrange to hand them over to the people of Nepal.
This is such a wonderful start to our BPW year and we thank you all again for your generosity. Your donation has been truly life
changing. Please pass on the news to your BPW sisters, we can all feel very proud to be members of
this great organization." ~Susan Jones, Asia Pacific Coordinator
Below: Houses destroyed in the earthquake
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ELITERUNNER

BPW NEPAL HANDOVER 42 HOUSES

The hand-over ceremony was organised by BPW Nepal
under the leadership of BPW President Ambica Strestha
and attended by many of the members.
Those present were local dignitaries, the Australian and
Bangladesh Ambassadors to Nepal, BPWI President
Yasmin Darwich and BPWI Vice President Amany Asfour.
President Ambica was presented with an award of
appreciation for the work undertaken by BPW Nepal.
Many of the villagers who were recipients of the houses
attended the ceremony and we were warmly welcomed by
the village children with posies of local flowers.

Above: Official ceremony & Era Prasai is President of a BPW Nepal
chapter, who was involved daily basis in the houses construction.

Click video below

Above: Local BPW Nepal members who worked on the housing project.

The houses were all constructed with the BPW letters built
somewhere into the structure, a wonderful legacy for our
organisation. Members of BPW worked tirelessly to
manage the building, visiting the site on a daily basis in
what is very rugged mountain terrain with little or no road
access.
Following the ceremony members of the local chapter,
BPW Budanilkath led us on a trek up a steep mountain
face to reach a dozen of the BPW houses and meet the
proud new owners.
One of the houses was purposely built for a young blind
couple who lost their unborn baby and home during the
earthquake, although we were unable to visit them we
were delighted to learn that they were now living
proudly in their BPW house.

Madesin | Page
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international
BPW INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 2017
NOMINATIONS for
BPW International Executives 2017-2020

The Statements from the above nominated candidates can now be downloaded or reviewed online (click images).

Proposed Resolutions and Constitutional Amendments
XXIX BPW International Congress

BPW Australia members can now review the issues that will be debated at Congress (click images above).
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international
BPW INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 2017

INVITATION TO XXIX BPW INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
This will be the second time in BPW International’s 87 years
history that an International Congress is held in Africa region.
The first occasion was in 1991 in Nairobi, Kenya, so the BPW
Members in Africa are waiting with open arms and hearts to
welcome you all to their region. There are thousands of
reasons I could use to encourage you to come to Egypt, but
what I will say to begin is that the Congress will be held at a
former palace with amazing view of the Pyramids in the same
place where the peace treaty for World War II was signed.

During the General Assembly we will debate on rules, regulations and resolutions
and we will have opportunities to enjoy workshops with distinguished speakers,
reuniting with old friends, making new friends and getting inspired to gain new
directions in life.
Visit the Cairo Congress website at www.CairoCongress.bpw-international.org and
www.facebook.com/BPW.International.Cairo.Congress.2017 to gain a glimpse of
this Congress and what is waiting for us in Egypt.

This Congress comes at the perfect time since 2017 has
been named the Year of Women by the President of Egypt El
Sisi.
I’m also delighted to tell you that the Congress is being
supported by the National Council for Women with women
leaders world-wide coming to share with you their
experiences in our plenary sessions and workshops at
Congress.
But for me, the most compelling reason to come to Congress
is to open new doors in your life. It seems like yesterday
when I attended BPW International Congress in Auckland in
1985 as a young BPW member. I met women leaders who
later became my role models. The experience completely
changed my life as a person, as a professional and as a BPW
member. By getting involved and taking on responsibilities, I
acquired leadership skills while making new friends and
Dr. Yasmin Darwich
extended my family globally.
President BPW International
2014 - 2017

Be a part of the 87th
celebration of BPW
International!
On 26 August 2017, show
the world you're loud and
proud of being a BPW
member by...
- Taking a photo of you
wearing yellow and your
BPW Pin
- Uploading the image to
social media with the
BPWI official hashtags
#BPWDay and #BPWPride
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BPW International
CONNECTIONS

Making New International Connections
Valentine Carru, a young BPW from BPW Lille club in France, is travelling
around the world for a year. So far she has traversed India and Asia and arrived
in Adelaide on Friday 14 July – Bastille Day. She plans to travel the Great Ocean
Road to Melbourne then on to Sydney, connecting with BPW clubs along the
way, and will visit New Zealand, South Africa and South America.
BPW Adelaide members have hosted her in SA: Perla Soberon Brittle picked her
up from the Airport and visited Lori Brittle, then due to stormy weather, toured
the different aspects of Adelaide, from industrial to residential to the Adelaide
Hills, from exclusive neighbourhoods to those of high density housing and where
little tin cottages are still standing.

Valentine Carru BPW France

Perla and Valentine discussed BPW, exploring international, French and Australian experiences and strategies. Director of
Membership Perla is exploring how to translate some successful French programs to Australia.
BPW Adelaide President Angela Vaughan took Valentine to lunch on Saturday on the seashore, Perla took her on a tour of
the Art Gallery, and Sheila Evans and Gillian Lewis looked after her on Sunday.
(ClockwiseAngela Vaughan with Valentine Carru Young BPW from France and with Gillian Lewis
and Sheila Evans, Jean Murray at home and Perla Soberon Brittle

Valentine stayed with Jean Murray
for 3 days, then with Angela
Vaughan. Despite the wintry SA
weather, she was able to wander
and explore and still get her
washing done.
Valentine is a passionate Young
BPW and an adventurer, great
company and an undemanding
guest. She looks forward to
meeting many more BPW Australia
members on her travels.
Dear Perla, Jean, Angela,
Sheila and Gillian
I want to thank you all for your
very warm welcome! You
make me feel at home and
belonging to your family. You
gave me the power I needed to
keep on going my world tour
travel. BPW power Australia!
Best regards!
Valentine
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Congratulations to Linda Fazldeen
Darwin member awarded Queen's Birthday Honours
Linda was appointed as a Member to the Order of Australia for significant service to women as an
advocate for gender balance in business leadership, public administration and the community.
The Order of Australia is the principal and most prestigious means of recognising outstanding members
of the community at a national level and nominations are encouraged from all members of the Australian
public. Anyone can nominate a member of the community for recognition through the Order. The Order
of Australia was established in 1975 by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Prior to 1975 Australians were
recognised under the British honours system, also known as Imperial awards.
Linda is the Director Community Engagement DefenceNT at Dept Trade, Business and Innovation NTG
and has been a long-term member of BPW Darwin. She has specialist knowledge working with
Multicultural communities; SMEs and NGOs, working in public and private sectors. A Fellow of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors and a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Management, she
holds a Master of International Management degree and a Bachelor of Arts (Internet Communications).
BPW Darwin would like to congratulate
long term member and former publicity
officer Linda Fazldeen on being awarded
an AM in the 2017 Queen's Birthday
Honours.
Linda's award was for significant service
to women as an advocate for gender
balance in business leadership, to public
administration, and to the community.
Linda is a great example of the principles
and values of BPW and we are honoured
to have her as a valued member.
- Angela Tomazos
BPW Darwin President

Ed - Congratulations Linda! BPW Australia is
proud to have you as a member.

Linda Fazldeen ( BPW Darwin)

Member

FOCUS ON ONE
MADISEN

Spotlight
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Mary Campbell - 61 years in BPW
Mary Campbell, now well into her 90's has been a member of
BPW Cessnock for sixty continuous years.
From a family owning and operating one of the oldest vineyards
in the valley, Mary still lives on the same property (no longer a
vineyard) running cattle, sheep and also llama’s now.
She was a very competent horsewoman working the cattle on
her large property. Mary never married and was a teacher for
her whole working life.
Mary's BPW service was recently recognised for her community
work at the Jean Arnot Luncheon at NSW Parliament House.
Responsible for Cessnock celebrating Australia Day, Mary
organised the first dinner.
Mary is feisty lady who loves a glass of bubbles on her verandah in
the afternoon. Mary still attends most meetings.

Above right : Mary Campbell (BPW Cessnock)

When BPW Cessnock members gathered to
celebrate the BPW Australia 70th Anniversary,
Mary Campbell, member for sixty-one years was
the obvious choice to be the one to cut the
celebration cake.
Mary was assisted by past National President
Marilyn Forsythe, also a member of BPW
Cessnock, at the special event to mark the 70th
anniversary. BPW Cessnock President, Sheila
Turnbull, hosted a celebration for 30 members,
guests, Cessnock Mayor Bob Pynsent, and
Federal Member Joel Fitzgibbon.

Ed - Congratulations Mary!! Thank you for your
continued contribution and dedication to BPW.

Left : Mary Campbell member 60 years and
Past National President Marilyn Forsythe.

Member

FOCUS ON ONE
MADISEN
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Spotlight

Robyn Duncan - Canberra's Feminist Strength Portraits
Born in Newcastle to parents who were socially aware, Robyn
believes her mother was a feminist even though she would not
have described herself as such. Robyn and her sister were
encouraged to achieve their potential and assist others on the
way. Dabbling on the edges of politics in her late teens and
early twenties, Robyn became discouraged by the attitudes
of “old men”.
After completing university studies and experiencing a failed
marriage she discovered the Australian Federation of Business
and Professional Women. It was among these likeminded
women that Robyn felt at home and considered she may be
able to make a difference.
A member for 37 years, her proudest period was as Vice
President External Policy from 1987-89. Co-ordinating 34
submissions to Government, Senate enquiries, Business and
Union peak bodies.
Topics covered employment, education and training; women in
business; women’s heath, child abuse, rural women, care,
taxation, equal pay and conditions and ageing to name a few.

From the Artist
Feminist and proud of it. In a scary, changing, backwardlooking world it is useful to stop and reflect on what has
been achieved for women.
It is just on 50 years since the legislation that said women
could not work if they were married was lifted. It’s hard to
imagine that that was the reality for many of the women in
this exhibition. All of us who have come after, have
benefited from theirs and others efforts on our behalf.
The women in this exhibition have been chosen firstly,
because I personally knew each of them and I was
relatively comfortable approaching them to sit for me
(never an easy thing to ask!). And, secondly, because
I am aware of the effort they with many others have put
in without glory or acknowledgement; the meetings, the
submissions, the campaigning, the quiet lobbying.
I am extremely sorry not to have managed to do more.
Artist - Julie McCarron-Benson

Robyn A Duncan chosen to be featured in a portrait exhibition
Canberra’s Feminist Strength Portraits by Julie McCarron-Benson

During her public service
career Robyn worked as an
Equal Employment Officer in
the former National Capital
Development Commission
and Department of Defence
where small incremental
changes were made.
In retirement Robyn continues
in BPW monitoring equal pay
and conditions.
And the fight continues!

Ed - Congratulations Robyn
on being recognised for your
feminist strength!

Member

FOCUS ON ONE
MADISEN

Spotlight
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Bron's Book Launch
Bron joined BPW Strathfield in 2014 and then
transferred her membership to BPW Melbourne in
2015 where she holds the executive position of
Member Support.
With more than 30 years as a leader in the
education and not-for-profit sectors, Bron is adept
at communicating complex ideas in an easy-tounderstand way.
She is a keen student of life committed to helping
people courageously transform their lives by
owning the past, embracing the present and
creating an exciting future.
Her book is an easy-to-read yet powerful guide to
turning the stories from our past into power for the
future.
With more than 30 years experience in the
education and not-for-profit sectors, Bron Williams
is a creative communicator passionate about
people reaching their full potential by tapping into
the backstories of their lives.

Bron Williams ( BPW Melbourne)

It is with great pride and excitement that I announce that I have
achieved a life-long dream of publishing my first book!
The book is available now on Kindle (soon to be a physical book too) is "Powered
by Your Past" - Transform your past from a heavy anchor to the super-charged
rocket fuel to propel you to your full potential!
- Bron Williams

Ed - Congratulations on your successful book launch!

Member

FOCUS ON ONE
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Community
CLUB ACTIVITIES

Contact
Women in Politics
In June, BPW Melbourne presented a
special panel discussion on the
importance of greater representation of
women in politics and how to address
the challenges in achieving this.
Panel speakers were (L-R) Federal
Labor Member for Hotham, Clare O'Neil
MP; Mayor, City of Monash, Rebecca
Paterson; Deputy Leader of the Victorian
Nationals, Steph Ryan MP; Academic
Director, University of Melbourne
Pathway to politics Program for Women,
Dr Andrea Carson.

A Sea of Pink
On Sunday, 5th march, 15 brave souls rose early
and meandered through the city for 5kms for the
International Women’s Fun Run/Walk. We were a
mix of BPW North Lakes members:- Debbie Ford,
Erin Coates, Laurene Coates, Astrid Kuenne,
Elizabeth Clifford, Lorraine Enright, Rebecca
Parry, Renee Parry, Sara Allard, Sarah Clifford
and their very supportive friends and family, Brock
Overton, James Parry, Jay Parry, Rodney Gault,
Gary Coates and baby Flynn.
With our newly bought purple BPW caps on we
set off at the back of the pack at Southbank. The
event was a fundraiser for Women’s Breast
Cancer.
We have helped raised funds for Mater Chicks in
Pink and funds will go towards providing tangible
support services such as counselling, yoga, and
art therapy and mastectomy bras for women who
have lost one or both breasts. These support
services will make life easier for women affected
by breast cancer right now, when they need the
support the most.
Debbie Ford - General Committee Member
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Community

COMMEMORATION

Contact

Colours of our pioneers
On a sunny Melbourne morning, members and friends of BPW Melbourne
North-West were joined by a group of members from BPW Swan Hill to
attend a service at St James Old Cathedral, commemorating the
magnificent stained glass window BPW Victoria funded in 1988 and
marking BPW Australia's 70th anniversary.
Past President June Kane read one of the lessons and Dr Jenny George
gave an inspiring sermon on 'authenticity'. Dr George also led the
Cathedral Voices as they filled the cathedral with song. We joined with
Reverend Matt Williams and parishioners in a copious morning tea that
soon became lunch.
Hanging in the reception hall was the striking quilt that reproduces the stained glass window and its theme
of "recognising women who pioneer the future and who dare, dream and achieve".
Madesin | Page 19

Community

CLUB ACTIVITIES

Contact
BPW Coffs Harbour Annual Education Awards
One of our main annual activities is to award the Maude Spielvogel Scholarship, which is named in honour of a late
President of BPW Coffs Harbour who taught at Orara High School), to a local mature-aged woman studying at tertiary
level, who has overcome adversity and or disadvantage. In 2012 BPW Coffs Harbour initiated the Wendy Martin Education
Encouragement Award to augment the scholarship. The awards combined are worth $2000 to the two recipients.
The two very worthy recipients for 2017 were:
Maude Spielvogel Scholarship Rachel Bennett who is in her final year of a
degree in Secondary Education at Southern
Cross University (SCU) Coffs Harbour.
Wendy Martin Education Encouragement
Award - Ellen Cox who will complete her
degree in midwifery at SCU Coffs Harbour this
year before continuing on to a graduate year in a
Sydney hospital.
BPW Coffs Harbour welcomes these two young
women into our Young BPW Membership ranks.
LtoR: Megan George, Ellen Cox, Kim Connolly, Rachel Bennett and Julianne McKeon

Australian Ambassador to Lebanon visits Coffs Harbour
Recently a news item depicted four young Syrian children who had been interviewed some years back fleeing their bombed
city and recently on their return, one of the young girls interviewed said that she is so happy to be back and now all she
wants is to go to school. At the recent BPW Coffs Harbour hosted lunch for Australia’s Ambassador to Lebanon, Glenn Miles
spoke of the work being done in Lebanon to get the 450,000 children in the refugee camps into school.
Attendees, including students from Coffs Harbour Senior
College, gained a clear picture of the role of our
diplomatic staff as well as an insight into the complexity of
diplomacy in a country that has 1.5 million refugees, most
of whom are women and children. Australia’s role there
focuses very strongly on aid, working with UN Agencies
and NGOs with education a priority.
BPW Coffs Harbour has a strong commitment to
education, particularly for women and girls. BPW has
three clubs in Beirut and we will be able to commence
communication with them on the refugee situation and
what they may be doing to assist.
Madesin | Page 20

Kirrillee, Josie and Karina from Senior College with Ambassador Glenn Miles

Community

CLUB ACTIVITIES

Contact
BPW Joondalup members and other interested men and women from the
community met in July to discover the impact of migration. Presented by local
Red Cross volunteers, the discussion aimed to provide information on the local
and global movement of people in a neutral and unbiased format.
During the lively interactive session, the
attendees learned many new facts about
asylum seekers and Australia's role in
supporting people who are forced to flee
their home countries.
Many misconceptions were dispelled in
a friendly, interactive spirit of learning
with activities and quizzes. Some of the
facts were surprising to most and this
generated a lot of discussion.

(LtoR) Red Cross presenter Alison Cook with
Ruby Haycraft, Vikki Giles and Kate Waters.

BPW in the Regional Community
BPW Harvey is very much a community based club. We volunteer our
services regularly for local community events. The Australia Day Breakfast
has been an on going fixture on the Clubs Calendar. We always serve
breakfast, while other community organisations prepare and cook. It really is
a joint effort by all community members.
In January 2016 our community
suffered bushfires which wiped out
nearby town of Yarloop, including the
CWA building and all contents. BPW
Harvey club members collected
pretty cups and saucers as a
donation to replace those lost in the
fires.
CWA President Lois Blackburn(left)
and her club members worked
tirelessly over 12 months with
donations, care packs and pamper
days for those who had lost all in the
fires, so it was time to do something
for these hardworking ladies.
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About BPW
ERFORMANCE SECTION

our

AIMS

our

PROJECTS

our

AMBITIONS

our

PRIORITIES

BPW affiliates contribute to society by enabling women to sustain themselves
economically. In addition, BPW offers personal development programs for
members such as mentoring, leadership training and e-Business training.
Since 1996, BPW affiliates worldwide have helped over 45,000 women to
become economically empowered.
BPW develops the business, professional and leadership potential of women
through its advocacy, mentoring, networking, skill building and economic
empowerment programs and projects around the world

BPW projects assist women to:
Enter and re-enter the workforce
Start up and advance their business or profession
Protect their rights
Develop Leadership
Create a nurturing environment in work, education, health for women
BPW affiliates also collaborate with governments and other nongovernment organizations (NGOs). BPW International belongs to
coalitions of NGOs such as Project Five-O and Conference of NGOs
(CONGO).

Equal Participation of Women and Men in Power and
Decision-Making Roles
While capacity-building and confidence-building enable
more women to advance to executive positions, the goal
of equal participation is still far from being a reality.

BPW International is giving high priority to create opportunities for
women to rise to the level of top executives by collecting evidence on the
return on investment when women become top executives.
The aim is to use this testimony to persuade the relevant stakeholders
such as companies, institutions, academia and governments that they
would perform better if the percentage of females at top executive level
increased and reached a par with men.

www.bpw.com.au/join
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women making
a difference
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